
Village at Disciples Ridge Condominium  
Board Meeting 

Via Conference Call 
July 22, 2015 

In Attendance: 

 

Jack Butler Owner Services 
Dick Steele Ruth Ann Wilson 
Tom Combs Stephanie Higdon 

 

Call To Order: 1:58pm 

Review Financials 

Jack Butler- We have not received the Charles Schwabb Monthly Statement. We want Debbie to check 

into that. My concern is that I went and met with Schwabb and exchanged signatures, nothing should 

have been changed 

Jack Butler- Dick, have you looked at the financials. 

Dick Steele- No I have not. I am having lunch with Dennis and he said we can do the spreadsheet. 

Dick Steele- Dennis said he would do them and put them in a spreadsheet 

Financials were not approved until Board receives and reviews them. 

Task List 

Jack Butler- This was last updated on February 22nd of 2015. Most of the items will be dropping off soon 

because of completion. I will be updating the Task List shortly. 

01/27 Meeting Minutes Distribution/ Next Association Meeting Date- Completed 

Jack Butler- First on the task list that has not been completed is the 01/27/2015 meeting minutes. Did 

Amy end out them by email? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- I know she sent them to the board. Did you approve them? 

Jack Butler- I received some on 05/22. Does anyone have any corrections? 

Dick Steele- No 

Jack Butler- Then we approve them, Tom cannot vote because he was not there. We need to determine 

the date of the next association meeting. We will have to work on a proper date. Surveys showed that 

Skitoberfest weekend is the best time but it conflicts with football. We are going to debate on a date, 

but Skitoberfest sounds like something I would like to pursue and try and make work. Maybe early 

October would work. 

Ruth Ann Wilson- It is too close to October, which may not work. 



Jack Butler- Not for this year, for 2016. We will let everyone go over it and see if it works and we will 

decide next meeting. 

Responsibility Act- Status Unknown 

We have to visit with Charles Schwabb and to see responsibility acts have been completed.  

Member’s Notebook- In progress 

Jack Butler- The final draft of the member’s notebook. We will need to see the progress. I will follow up 

with Dennis on that. 

Meeting Minutes 01/16- Completed 

They have been distributed, this is completed.  

Trash Bin Numbers- Completed 

Jack Butler- Has this been completed 

Ruth Ann Wilson- Yes, Stephanie went out and mapped the numbers last month and had maintenance 

put them on the trash bins. Take a look next time you are up and let us know if that is good for you.  

Contracts 

Jack Butler- Amy was working on the due date log, do you have that? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- Unfortunately, no I do not have that. 

Jack Butler- We would like to know when the next one is due so we can prepare. Follow up with Amy 

and get that. 

Capital Reserve Investment 

Jack Butler- We met and discussed Long Term Capital Investment. We were looking at different lengths 

for the CD’s. We need to contact Schwabb on risk assessments. 

 One 10yr CD 

 One 5yr CD 

 One 2yr CD 

 Two 1yr CDs 

Dick Steele- I will come up with the recommendation to Schwabb and distribute it to the board. 

Jack Butler- When can we expect that? 

Dick Steele- Next week 

 

LED Lights 

Jack Butler- Know anything to report? 



Ruth Ann Wilson- Yes. They are on the post and Dick is going to inspect them. We are looking to get a 

rebate/discount price. 

Dick Steele- Rebate from Power Company or the state? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- Directly from Singlesource. 

Tom Combs- The school was updated to LED and discounted to make it almost free. We also need Amy 

to find out how many Lumens we use. We are currently at 1300 and we have the opportunity to either 

go down to 1100 or up to 1700 lumens.  

Jack Butler- We discussed rather the price jump from going down 200 lumens to the 1100 would be 

significantly less than the jump up 400 lumens to the 1700. We need to check out what our best option 

is. 

Deck Staining  

Dick Steele- Does Amy have any notes on staining? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- We need to get McKillip to follow up with us to see what product to use to prevent 

the peeling of the stain. We believe it was caused due to high traffic areas, weathering, and salt that had 

it worn. They have finished the power washing phase and are beginning the staining today with units 

650-652.  

Dick Steele- Is everything on track? I was told we were not staining horizontal surfaces like the floor of 

the decks? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- That is correct. 

Jack Butler- Don’t know if we made the decision about that. I know some of the handrails were peeling 

off. 

Ruth Ann Wilson- He is looking at all of the units that were stained last year to correct the staining 

issues. 

Dick Steele- Can you ask them if they can put a stain on that holds up on horizontal surfaces.  

Ruth Ann Wilson- That is why they recently had a walkthrough with Quality First. 

Tom Combs- Sorry, new to this. But did all of the units have issues with the stain? 

Jack Butler- Not all of them were effected, just some. 

Tom combs- What do we think happened? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- It was multiple factors including weather, ski boots, and salt. 

Walking Trails 

Ruth Ann Wilson- We have the specs for the train starting behind Disciples unit 628 that goes down the 

street to Meadow lane. The price quoted is $800 to do it. Amy wanted me to conform if the board 

wanted to do the Boyneland one as well. 



Jack Butler- We will have to take a look at it, I’m sure we will approve it but we need to take a look first. 

Jack Butler- Tom and Dick, on the original map for Disciples there was a walkway drawn that actually is 

not there. We decided to add the walkways provided on the map so people can cut through from the 

Villas to Disciples. The quote is pretty cheap and I think we should go with it. 

Tom Combs- I like the idea and agree that it’s pretty cheap. 

Dick Steele- I agree and motion to go head for the one that we know the location for. 

 Dick Steele motions to pass the Walking Trails 

Jack Butler Seconds- Unanimous vote. 

Tom Combs- Is it possible to send a picture of the map with trails drawn in so we can get a visual? 

Jack Butler- I am inclined to approve the second one, but let’s just wait.  

Welcome Signs 

Jack Butler- Any progress? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- Yes! Bruce at the woodshop is drawing it up and it should be ready within the next 1-2 

weeks. 

By-laws Revision 

Jack Butler- I see that we have had a poor response to the by-law vote. I have had calls from owners 

about the Boyne Rental exclusion. I have explained it to them but we need a solid 2/3rds vote in order to 

pursue it. How are we going to make sure the Owners participate? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- Stephanie is going to reach out to the Owners who have not returned them by a 

specific date and try and get them to respond. 

Insurance Issues 

Jack Butler- This is mostly to do with Herraras unit. I think they are taking it under to see if we have any 

responsibility in it. Does it cost us to have the insurance people to assess the situation? Would it be HOA 

or Owner? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- I assume the cost would go to whomever they find at fault. If they believe it is an HOA 

situation, they the Association would pay. If they determine it was the Owner, then it would be the 

Owners cost.  

Jack Butler- Do we know anything else about that situation? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- No. 

Other Insurance Issues- Roof Repairs 

Ruth Ann Wilson- I think you are referring to M682? 

Jack Butler- Yes, is Michael Awrey getting involved with that? 



Ruth Ann Wilson- No we had Butcher and Butcher and Prevo take a look at it. 

Jack Butler- Do you know when the repairs have been scheduled for? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- I do now know. I know there is a temporary patch to prevent any further water 

damage. 

Dick Steele- Where is the patch? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- It is up at the peak on the bottom of the dormer. I know they will be looking at a few 

other buildings to see if they are having the same issues.  

Sidewalk Repair 

Jack Butler- I saw what they sent out about the estimate. We are after potential issues, not cosmetic. I 

saw the other estimate was much cheaper as well.  

Ruth Ann Wilson- Amy talked with Scott and he will be coming back to revise the proposal based on 

safety hazards only. On the lesser bid, the contractor was referred to us by Steve Matthews. Ed had used 

them before and they swore and walked off the job, in case they are the same as before, I just wanted 

to warn you. I believe Dick and Amy are going to do a walkthrough of Disciples to see what they believe 

are safety issues so we can let Scott know.  

 

New Business 

Jack Butler- Anyone have anything? 

Ruth Ann Wilson- Nope 

Jack Butler- Tom, you have anything. 

Tom Combs- No. 

Jack Butler- Dick? 

Dick Steele- No. 

Jack Butler- We can just set a date for the next meeting via email. 

 

Tom Combs motioned to adjourn the meeting. 

Dick Steele Seconded that motion, all approved. 

Meeting was adjourned at 3:20pm.  


